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Frequently asked questions icon
Become a Philips Product tester
In principle, anyone can apply for a product test. Suitable testers are selected

 in the application process (using a questionnaire). The selection is intended t

o ensure a reliable and qualitative test. Example IPL device Lumea (BRI950 / 00)

:
Do I have to write in my review that I received the product for the purpose of a

 product test?
Product reviews on the Internet are becoming more and more important and represe

nt one of the most important decision criteria for a purchase for most customers

. The essential factors of a review are above all credibility and honesty. Accor

dingly, these factors are important when reviewing our product tests. So please 

mention in your review that you got in collaboration with Philips the chance to 

test this product.
Objectivity and honesty are top priorities in our product tests. You should expr

ess your honest opinion about the test product in the review. A negative rating 

has no influence on whether you are allowed to keep the product or on the select

ion for future product tests.
The test product does not work / I need help with the initial installation. Whom

 can I contact?
- Please do not mention any competitors, retailers or the price you paid for the

 product.
18+ ad.
 Maybe stay off social media in the first instance too.
 The bookmaker decided to be rational and even though technically they were corr

ect, to the letter of their T&amp;Cs, they realised it was a pretty underhand th

ing to do, and they would ultimately lose my custom:Dear Bookmaker
 I logged onto my account at 17:16 to use my free bet in the 17:35 race at &#39;

Y&#39; only to find the token had expired.
The bookmaker did decide to reissue the free bet and accepted the terms were mis

leading.
IBAS operate in the following sectors:
Betting sites and casino sites are obliged to adhere to advertising standards.


